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Capacity Planning in Sales and Distribution

You can create one of the following orders when maintaining a sales document (for example, a sales order) using assembly processing:

- Planned orders
- Production orders
- Process orders
- Networks

From within these orders you can branch directly to the planning table to display the capacity situation.

You can specify whether an assembly order, a planned order, a network or a process order is to be created automatically when you create a sales order. You do this on the MRP1 screen in the material master using the strategy group. The requirements class which is linked to the strategy group determines which order type is created.
Exchange of Data Between Sales Order and Assembly Order

If dates or quantities are changed in the sales order, these changes are automatically transferred to the order created for the sales order. Conversely, changes to dates or quantities in the orders are also transferred back to the sales order.

For example, for the assembly order it works as follows:

- The material provision date and the order quantity are copied from the sales order to the assembly order.
- The manufacturing costs, the available quantity (if an availability check is carried out) and the confirmed date are copied back from the assembly order to the sales order.
Scheduling in the Assembly Order

The following describes how scheduling in assembly processing is usually carried out for the order categories PP04, PS04 and PS05 provided in the SAP standard package.

The system carries out backward scheduling in the assembly order in order to determine the basic start date. It then carries out the following calculations:

1. Desired delivery date minus the duration determined by delivery scheduling = the material provision date
2. Materials provision date minus goods receipt processing time = basic finish date
3. Order scheduling => basic start date

If the basic start date is the same or later than the current date, the requested delivery date can be transferred to the sales order as the confirmed date.

If the basic start date is earlier than the current date, or if the start date calculated lies in the past when the calculation is complete, then the system carries out forward scheduling once backward scheduling is complete.

4. Starting from the current date, the system carries out forward scheduling and determines the basic finish date.
5. Basic finish date + goods receipt processing time = material provision date
6. Material provision date + duration determined by delivery scheduling = confirmed date

If an availability check is carried out in the assembly order and not all of the material components are available at the requirements date in question, then the sequence of events is as follows:

7. The system determines the maximum difference between the requirements date of individual material components and the date when they are available.
8. The basic finish date is then calculated as the finish date calculated in point 2 or 4 above + the largest difference between the requirements dates.
9. Backward scheduling is carried out again so as to determine the basic start date taking material availability into account.
10. Basic finish date + goods receipt processing time = material provision date
11. Material provision date + duration determined by delivery scheduling = confirmed date
Displaying the Capacity Situation from Within the Sales Order

Prerequisites

To judge the capacity situation you can call up the planning table when creating the sales order.

Procedure

1. Create a sales order. Choose **Logistics → Sales and distribution → Sales and then Order → Create**.
2. Maintain the data on the initial screen and press **ENTER**. You reach the screen **Overview**.
3. Enter the items for your sales order. Select the desired item and press the function key **Quantities - Dates**. You get to the screen **Item - Schedule Lines**.
4. Select the desired schedule line and press the function key **Procurement**. You reach the screen **Item - Schedule line - Procurement details**.
5. Press for example the pushbutton **Planning table** in the sales order based on a production order. You branch to the planning table. On the screen **Item - Schedule line - Procurement detail** you can branch directly to order maintenance and from there to the planning table.